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Executive Summary
The purpose of this deliverable (D5.7, Prototype internal gripper) is to present the planning, development and
outcome associated with the smart gripper created by OBUDAUNI for the internal gripping tasks of the
RoBUTCHER project. This deliverable describes the whole gripper prototyping process, including the
summarization of the confidential D5.6, Interim report on internal gripper development, that reports the first
year’s work on the T5.5 Internal gripper development task. Furthermore, a demonstrator (video clip) and
numerous multimedia attachments form part of this deliverable, demonstrating laboratory and on‐site tests
of the gripper and its smart functions.
The gripper prototype was made in two iteration steps, as described in the proposal. The first gripper version
was a mechanical prototype, its main purpose was the examination of the finger‐design, the implemented
self‐locking mechanism and the testing of the required motor‐torque. The first prototype was mainly made of
aluminium and 3D printed parts, but it could still successfully accomplish all the internal gripping tasks of the
RoBUTCHER project, in addition the gripping of limbs. The second prototype is a functioning smart gripper,
that was designed based on the experience of the first gripper’s dry and on‐site tests. The basic mechanical
principles remained the same, however its shape is more elongated (fitting better for its tasks), and is
waterproof by design. Furthermore, different smart functions are implemented, such as gripping force
monitoring and optical flow‐based slip detection. The gripper is controlled through Node‐Red, allowing easy
integration into the whole RoBUTCHER cell.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
CHU
DNN
MFC
MQTT
PCB

Carcass Handling Unit
Deep Neural Network
Meat Factory Cell
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
Printed Circuit Board
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
WP5 in the RoBUTCHER project focuses on the gripping and manipulation tasks during automated
slaughtering. There are two kinds of gripping‐tasks that potentially require different approaches and devices;
the manipulation (grasping, holding, stretching, and moving) of the limbs to assist cutting, and the gripping‐
tasks during the evisceration (gentle removal of the pluck)1. This document focuses on the latter, describing
the progress made towards the development of a dedicated gripper for handling the inner organs. The drawn
conclusions positively affect the former as well, given the outstanding success of the gripper trials.
In the classic way of pig‐slaughtering, the inner organs are the first to be removed. The carcass is usually
hanging by the rear legs, and after a few starting cuts, the intestines are pulled out of the carcass through the
longitudinal cut on the sternum/abdomen. For meat‐inspection, some organs (e.g., the kidneys) are usually
handled separately, and the pluck is also placed on a different rack from the guts. Parts are always presented
together with the carcass for inspection, to confirm the lack of contamination and to maintain traceability.
The Meat Factory Cell (MFC) approach changes this method fundamentally: the limbs are cut down first, and
the organs are only removed when the carcass is already cut in half along the sides, allowing it to be opened
by the Carcass Handling Unit (CHU). This is the point when the organ‐removing process starts. The workflow
of the whole evisceration process in the MFC concept is the following (the tasks of the gripper and the gripper
robot arm are highlighted):
1. Cut the connective tissue between the saddle and the intestines;
2. Open up the carcass with the CHU;
3. Cut the remaining tissue close at the neck until only the trachea (and the oesophagus) connects the
“lower” and “upper” parts (the head and the belly);
4. Grasp the trachea (together with the oesophagus and the remaining surrounding tissue);
5. Cut the trachea above the larynx;
6. Pull the trachea backwards, tearing the pluck out of the belly (until the diaphragm is revealed);
7. Cut the diaphragm;
8. Continue pulling the trachea, tearing all the intestines out of the belly (cut the connective tissue
where necessary);
9. Place or hang the removed organs on a bespoke rack.
The main internal gripping task in the RoBUTCHER project is item four in the above list, the gripping of the
trachea (and the surrounding tissues, if any remained). As shown in Figure 1, the intact trachea typically
withstands high loads (the whole viscera weights 15‐20 kg), thus the whole viscera could/should be torn out
of the belly by the trachea (see the attachment video).
Related video files:
 MFC evisceration: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Evisceration_by_Trachea_Gripping_ Pulling
_NMBU.mp4
The prerequisite of this concept is to seal the anus and separate the rectum beforehand, which will be carried
out by a dedicated tool pushing the rectum inside the closed abdominal cavity. This part is considered to be
“out of scope” for this deliverable, although it is understood that DTI‐DMRI do work on suitable tool.
1

“Pluck” refers to the complete set of inner organs: trachea, lungs, heart etc, while “guts” refers to the stomach, liver,
colon and the surrounding organs.
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Figure 1. The trachea and the gripper may support the weight of the inner organs. Image source: Alex Mason, NMBU.

1.2. The gripping tasks
The Grant Agreement states that “the gripper developed must be capable of reliably grasping the pluck and
kidneys, as well as interacting with the intestines to push them away from the belly” and that “The pluck and
kidneys must be placed in trays on the MFC rack […] the current cell is configured to enable the carcass to be
tilted assisting the intestines to fall into a tray or bucket […]”. However, at the first project meetings, a partly
different method has been agreed upon, which is described in the accepted D1.1, Consolidated Technical
Specification, document. According to this, all inner organs (the kidneys, the pluck and the intestines) should
be handled together, which simplifies the workflow, yet still maintains the option to fulfil all legal/quality
inspection requirements.
The developed internal gripper should grasp the trachea and hold onto it until all the organs are separated
from the abdomen and placed in a tray or bucket (and/or hung on a rack). Beside this, some additional
necessary tasks have been identified that may complicate the evisceration: the larynx has to be found to cut
the trachea above it, and the diaphragm also has to be identified and cut (may be done in 3 steps). These
formulate part of the future work, while it is believed that these tasks will not interfere with the design
requirements of the internal gripper. It is decided to employ a function‐by‐design approach, focusing on the
shape locking of the trachea right below the larynx, applying shape locking and allowing no slip beyond locking
with the trachea. For more considerations on gripping solutions, see D5.1, Gripping State‐of‐the‐Art Review,
and the associated published research paper2.

2

Takács, K., Mason, A., Christensen, L. B., & Haidegger, T. (2020, November). Robotic grippers for large and soft object manipulation.
In 2020 IEEE 20th International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Informatics (CINTI) (pp. 133‐138). IEEE.
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1.2.1. Inputs
For the trachea‐gripping task, the system will rely on 3 types of input:
‐
‐
‐

Reference frame to the pig (identifying the current base coordinate frame pose of the carcass);
Real‐time RGB‐D images of the trachea and its surroundings (Figure 2, bottom);
Predefined spatial geometric data based on the PigAtlas and measurements during demo‐cuttings
(Figure 2, top).

Figure 2. Top left: The ideal case, when only the trachea and the oesophagus remain. Image source: Alex Mason, NMBU.
Top right: Many surrounding tissues remained. Image source: Alex Mason, NMBU. Bottom: RGB‐D image and depth map
of a cut trachea area – side view. Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI

The gripping target will be calculated based on these inputs. The required input for the gripper to operate is a
spatial coordinate and an adjacent gripping‐direction (orientation), their calculation from the inputs listed
above is out of scope regarding this document (the confidential D5.3, Computer vision‐based classification and
orientation software and system for organs (interior) parts document describes and demonstrates the
methods).
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1.2.2. Mechanical aspects
The target of the gripping is hypothetically only the trachea and the oesophagus, however this is just the ideal
case (Figure 2, top left). At this stage, it seems probable that some muscle and connective tissue will remain
hanging on the trachea, making the gripping‐task more complex (Figure 2, top right). Regardless of the
remaining tissues, the trachea plays the most important role, since due to its cartilaginous structure it is bigger,
more rigid and has higher load capacity than the oesophagus or any surrounding tissue. The gripper is designed
in a way (both shape‐wise and force tolerance‐wise) to be able to squeeze a significant amount of remaining
tissue around the trachea, in the rare case when the lateral abdominal side‐cuts along the ribs do not end
close enough to the jaws, and thus muscle fibres and connective tissue remains around the trachea
Related video files:
 Gripper function in the case of tissue remaining around the trachea: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐
Trachea_Gripping_Lots_Remaining_Tissue_Hungary20210628.mp4
The diameter of the target is about 3 cm, and almost cylindrical in the ideal case, but might go up to 6–8 cm
with uneven, random surface in worst case scenarios. It is highly elastic, capable of elongation and bending
too, and has a smooth, slippery surface. Considering these circumstances, a clearly force‐based gripping might
be unsecure, thus shape‐locking is required. Beside the random, easily squeezable remaining tissues, the
larynx – located inside the oesophagus – can always act as a “plug”, since it is axially fixed and has a diameter
of 6–7 cm, thus the gripper should be able to close tightly below it to 3–4 cm, making a shape‐locking grip with
the larynx (and probably the remaining tissues).

1.2.3. Gripper requirements
Based on the specifications of the described internal gripping task, in summary, the final gripper needs to be
capable of the following:
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Gripping a cylindrical object at a known point in space:
o 3–4 cm in diameter;
o Might have a more‐or‐less random shape, up to 6–8 cm in diameter;
o Be able to tolerate up to 4 cm positioning error;
o Having slippery surface;
o Might be approached radially;
All parts of the gripper should withstand at least 400 N (tensile strength of the trachea);
Made of food‐grade materials (in the advanced prototype stage);
Easy‐to‐clean physical setup;
Can be decontaminated with industrial methods;
Can be applied onto the ABB IRB4600 robot as an end‐effector.

The following further smart functions considered advantageous:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

External force and torque sensing;
Closing‐force sensing and/or control;
Slip‐detection;
Capable of gripping and moving legs and saddle;
Supporting the DNN based visual inspection workflow element (e.g., with onboard camera).
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2. Gripper Prototypes
Based on the described gripping task – and considering the statements and results of the Gripping State‐of‐
the‐Art Review (D5.1) document – it was decided that a 2 or 3‐finger gripper would be an ideal choice with
rotating fingers facing each other. This concept with the right finger‐design would lead to a robust gripping:
‐
‐
‐
‐

The fingers can reach around, lock on and pull in the target object within a sufficient diameter‐range;
The encircling motion also allows uncertainty in the gripper‐positioning (in radial distance from the
trachea, and angular error too);
The design is modular, the shape of the fingers can be optimized, they are easy to replace
Gripping force can be measured and controlled relatively easily compared to soft grippers

The first visual design (CAD model) focused only on the described finger‐design, observing the physical reach
requirements. This model used two pairs of rotation‐actuated gripping‐fingers: longer fingers would have been
deployed first, rounding up (collecting) all the tissue around the gripping point on the trachea. Then, smaller
fingers would fixate it tightly. It also contained a third block with a sharp cutting finger; however, it was decided
that cutting and gripping functionalities should be separated.
Based on the earlier designs of external grippers at DTI‐DMRI, it was decided that one pair of fingers would be
enough, if the shafts of the fingers are placed far enough from each other. This way, the fingers can cover a
larger area, but can still grasp the trachea tightly enough, by squeezing it to a suitable spacer on the fix housing.

2.1. First gripper prototype
Following the virtual design iterations, the CAD model was finalized, the complete, full‐size gripper model was
3D printed to test the dimensions against the functions. The first gripper prototype was manufactured
completely in‐house (Figure 3). This version was mainly made of aluminium and 3D printed parts, employing
food‐grade materials was not important at this point. The fingers were actuated by a 12W stepper motor
through a worm‐gear mechanism (1:30 gear ratio) that prevents backdriving (i.e., provides self‐locking
closing). The 3D printed parts (mainly spacers and covers) were examined, re‐designed and changed several
times during the testing period. The electronics of the gripper mainly composed of the stepper motor driver
and an ESP32 microcontroller, that controls the driver and receives and processes user inputs through
NodeRed, using Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol.
The purpose of this prototype was the examination of the main principles behind the gripper design, such as:
‐
‐
‐

viability of the self‐locking mechanism driving the fingers;
analysis of the shape of the fingers;
examination of the gripping force.

Furthermore, the first prototype was also suitable to test the planned evisceration process itself.
The examination of the first prototype started with laboratory dry tests. At OBUDAUNI, the gripper was
attached onto a UR16e robot, which was equipped for the testing purposes, and its load capacity was tested
up to the robot limitations, which is close to the expected weight of the targets (intestines and legs). All the
parts of the gripper withstood the load at all tested configurations (Figure 5, top left).
Functionality tests were also carried out at OBUDAUNI main robotic lab, different silicone trachea‐models
(including the larynx and attached weight) were grasped, lifted and manipulated using the UR16e (Figure 5,
top right). The gripper could successfully grip the phantoms and reach shape‐locking grasp with relatively high
angular (up to 30°) and linear (up to 3 cm) errors.
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Gripping force was measured at the fingertips using a load cell, the measured clamping force graph is shown
on Figure 4. It is worth mentioning that the real scenario differs from this test‐setup, since instead of a rigid,
hard target between the fingertips, the gripper would encircle and squeeze soft tissue to a spacer on its
housing. However, with these measurements we were able to determine the difference between the gripper’s
theoretical and real clamping force, resulting in a relatively low efficiency value (~50%) due to the two worm‐
gear–worm‐wheel connections.

Figure 3. The first functional prototype CAD‐model of the gripper (left), the final CAD model with all the elements (right).
Image source: Bence Takács, OBUDAUNI

Figure 4. The acquired graph of the tip‐force measurement. At the peak at 4s the fingers hit the loadcell; during P1 the
motor still tried to close the gripper, P2 denotes the remaining gripping force after shutting the motor down; during P3
the load cell was attempted to be removed from between the fingers.
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Figure 5. Drylab tests of the gripper at the Antal Bejczy Center for Intelligent Robotics, UNIOBUDA. Load capacity test
(top left); functionality test (top right); tip force measurement (bottom). Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

Beside the laboratory demonstrations, the prototype gripper was tested at a local slaughterhouse belonging
to Szent Istvan University, (managed under the experts from Semmelweis University) on pig‐carcasses too.
These tests were essential not only for proving the effectiveness of the gripper, but also for checking the plans
and theories of the whole evisceration process. On‐site tests at a local slaughterhouse close to Budapest
(Herceghalom) were planned from the beginning of the project, but the coronavirus‐situation made them
inevitable, as visiting NMBU for testing became difficult due to COVID‐19 travel restrictions.
There were 5 demo‐cuts in Hungary, with the following methods:
1. 2020.05.20.: Introductory cutting, explaining the concept to the butchers without any RoBUTCHER‐
specific devices.
2. 2020.10.07.: First try with the CHU‐replica and the gripper, successful cutting adopting mostly the
RoBUTCHER method.
3. 2020.10.21.: First cut with strictly the RoBUTCHER method using the CHU‐replica and the gripper (held
in hand by an extender rod). Gripper orientation and external forces logged; whole process recorded.
4. 2021.02.09.: Cutting with the CHU‐replica and the gripper attached to the UR16e robot.
5. 2021.06.28.: Cutting with the CHU replica and the second gripper prototype.
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The goal of the second demo‐cut was mainly the testing of the new equipment – the CHU replica (Figure 6,
left) and the gripper itself. The gripper was fixed on a long rod, the robot movements were imitated by the
manipulation of the rod. The gripper was connected to a laptop and controlled through NodeRed. The trachea
gripping was tested with different amount of connected tissue remaining around it. Although the gripping was
successful in all cases, it was decided that a stronger motor will be needed to let the gripper squeeze the
remaining tissue even more. Leg gripping and lifting was also successfully demonstrated; however it was
found, that the leg might have slipped out if not gripped on the right point, thus the need of gripping force
feedback and/or slip detection was noted.

Figure 6. The OBUDAUNI–CHU is hanging from the hooks used for hanging the pigs by its rare legs, the elevation can be
set by carabiners on the chains (left). Demonstration of shape‐locked grasp with real trachea and larynx (right). Image
source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI

Related demonstration video files:
● First Gripper test with remaining tissue:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Trachea_Gripping_Remaining_Tissue_Hungary20201007.mp4
● First Gripper test on clean trachea:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Trachea_Gripping_Clean_Hungary20201007.mp4
● Leg gripping: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Leg_Gripping_Hungary20201007.mp4
During the upcoming sessions, data collection was the most important. A 6‐axis force‐torque sensor3 was
applied between the extender rod and the gripper, beside an orientation sensor (made by OBUDAUNI), thus
the external forces acting on the gripper could be measured in a coordinate system fixed to the CHU (Figure 7).
The graphs were not numerically analysed in depth, since it was concluded based on the initial examination
that the forces during cutting are relatively low, thus the UR16e robot (with 160 N maximum load capacity)
can be used for demo‐cuttings in Hungary. Forces higher than 100 N only occurred when the legs were lifted
after separation, or when the pulling of the pluck reached the diaphragm. This was also a general conclusion
regarding the final workflow, that the diaphragm must be cut, the pluck cannot be torn simply pulling the
3

https://onrobot.com/en/products/hex‐6‐axis‐force‐torque‐sensor
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trachea. This also means that based on the force sensor readings, the evident shift of the external force might
be used to detect the point when the diaphragm has to be cut. Additionally, RGB‐D scans were also made of
the trachea when it had to be grasped to generate input data for the DNN training – if needed in the future
(Figure 2, bottom).

Figure 7. Resultant forces measured during leg cuttings (top) and trachea pulling from grasp till reaching the diaphragm
(bottom).

At the 4th demo‐cutting at Herceghalom, the first gripper prototype was attached to the UR16e robot (with
the force‐torque sensor between them). The tests were mainly successful, the butcher could easily cut the
legs by only using the knife and instructing the robot‐operator (i.e., without using his other hand for gripping).
However, it was realised, that the robot is too small (in terms of active workspace) to reach all the necessary
points in space for the leg cutting and evisceration without replacing it, and too weak to lift the legs and the
intestines.
Related demonstration video files:
● Pluck pulling with the gripper attached to the UR16e robot:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐1stGripper+Robot_Pluck_Pulling_Hungary20210209.mp4
● Whole leg cutting process using only the gripper and a knife:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐1stGripper+Robot_Leg_Cutting_Hungary20210209.mp4
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The v1.1 gripper prototype (the first version amended with a more powerful motor, remote control and tele‐
sensing capabilities) was shipped to NMBU for further testing, directly integrated into the pilot RoBUTCHER
cell. A series of slaughter tests were scheduled for 2021‐05‐18–2021‐05‐28, which were unfortunately halted
due to some adverse events at NMBU. Nevertheless, the v1.1 gripper did get tested in various scenarios. It
could grasp the trachea with different amount of remaining tissue firmly, the whole evisceration process was
carried out successfully several times with one initial grasp. The gripper could also successfully grasp the limbs
(at the Norwegian gripping point), the right rear leg was successfully cut using the gripper attached to the
robot. However, it was realised, that the robot would have needed to pull the forelimb too close to its base
and could not reach the limbs on the distant side of the pig, thus spacer for the gripper or robot cell layout
optimization will be necessary. OBUDAUNI has already performed some layout optimization work which shall
be updated and continued according to the current prototype models4. The gripper was controlled through
the dedicated end‐effector connector of the robot controller with simple Boolean commands, instead of
NodeRed.

Figure 8. RoBUTCHER cell trials at NMBU in May 2021. The v1.1 gripper of OBUDAUNI successfully removing the complete
pluck hanging by the trachea (left); and pig leg gripping for successful cutting assist with the same gripper (right). (Image
source: NMBU 2021‐05‐19)

Related demonstration video files:
● Evisceration demonstration mainly with pulling at NMBU:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Evisceration_by_Trachea_Gripping_Pulling_NMBU.mp4
● Evisceration demonstration mainly with connective tissue cutting at NMBU:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Evisceration_by_Trachea_Gripping_Cutting_NMBU.mp4
● Leg gripping and lifting demonstration at NMBU:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Leg_Gripping_NMBU.mp4

4

S. Tarsoly, Á. Koós, K. Takács, T. Haidegger: “Optimized Physical Layout Design for Improved Robotic Pig Processing
Workflow”. In Porc. of the ERF2021 workshop: Challenges in Automated Food Processing, 2021.
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2.2 The second gripper prototype
The second gripper prototype was developed based on the experiences of the described demo‐cuts with the
first prototype. The important changes and additional features are the followings:

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Elongated shape, optional spacer will be added based on future simulations;

‐

Endoscope camera designed in the gripper for slip‐detection.

Completely sealed design, cleanable with water;
Improved finger‐shape;
Stronger actuation;
All electronic components are soldered on dedicated, manufactured PCBs;
Different novel gripping force sensing solutions implemented:
o Strain‐gauge based;
o Angle‐difference based;

Rapid prototyping was used to test and optimize the dimensions of the gripper and the housing, to test for
dexterity and fit of the electronics.

2.2.1. Mechanical aspects
The mechanical changes are the result of observations at the demo‐cuttings and suggestions from
professionals: butchers helping the demo‐cuts and professionals of RoBUTCHER partners with remarkable
expertise in slaughtering (NMBU, Animalia, DTI‐DMRI).
In summary of mechanical aspects, the second version of the gripper became sleeker, adopting better to the
task and the environment, overall dimensions: 70x100x350 mm (see appendix and Figure 9). The gripper is
mechanically separated into two easily detachable parts, the rear part containing the stepper motor (more
powerful one) and the power electronics, the frontal containing the sensors, controller, etc. This design
enables the gripper to easily switch to pneumatic power input by replacing the worm‐gear–worm‐wheel
mechanism with gear‐rack and gears connecting to a pneumatic cylinder (1:30 gear ratio + one additional gear
of 20:61, totalling 2:183). Keeping the worm‐gear–worm‐wheel mechanism would be advantageous for its
self‐locking property, however with the implemented gripping force‐sensing it is not necessary, and pneumatic
actuators are reliable in holding position against external forces.
A significantly stronger motor (1.2 Nm instead of the 0.4 Nm and later 0.6 Nm in the first prototype) was
chosen to provide more reliable grasp with large amount of remaining tissue around the trachea, and thanks
to the gripping force feedback, the chance of tissue damage due to too strong grasp is low. The connections
between the parts of the housing are sealed and the moving parts are also designed with sealed bearings, the
gripper is cleanable with water as pictured in Figure 10.
Technical drawings, specifications, and more numerical data are available in the appendix, presenting the
robotic gripper’s characteristics based on the ISO 14539 standard.
Related demonstration video files:
● Gripper washing: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Gripper_ Washing.mp4
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Figure 9. The second internal gripper prototype’s CNC‐milled case and worm‐gears (left). The new v2 design allow for a
better reach inside the half‐open carcass, as demonstrated via being attached to the UR16e test robot. Image source:
Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

Figure 10. The second internal gripper prototype attached to the UR16e robot in a wet environment. Image source:
Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.
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2.2.2. Smart gripper
The second gripper prototype is a smart gripper thanks to the implemented sensors and algorithms, meaning
that the gripper is capable of low‐level, sensor‐based decision making as an integrated system by itself. The
processing unit is designed to be a Raspberry Pi Compute Module5, however, at the cutoff date of the report,
it could not be bought yet due to stock shortage (global chip supply issue), thus an ESP32 was used, which is
capable of performing all the calculations, except for the optical flow‐based slip detection.
Gripping force estimation was planned to be implemented with two different methods. The first method
measures the strain of the steel fibre reinforced belt between two gears in the drivetrain (one belt per gripper
finger), the second measures the angular difference between the mentioned two gears on the two ends of the
belts. Both quantities are proportional to the gripping force i.e., the torque/force transmitted between the
two gears by the belt. The reason for the implementation of two independent force estimation methods in
this prototype was that both are novel methods for gripping force measurement, and the exact outcomes
were unknown beforehand. Unfortunately, the second method could not be tested yet due to the chip
shortage in the market, yet force sensing is already available via the first method. This is also considered to be
a safety function, since the gripper may not damage any specimen once the force limits are set. This feature
can also be used to protect any live tissue/subject getting into the grip accidentally (which should not happen
otherwise, due to the properly planned workflow).
The first mentioned force‐feedback method was tested in laboratory environment (Figure 11). Linear strain
gauges were applied on the ribbed belt, the clamping force is estimated from the measured strain of the belt.
The method was tested with a beam load cell, the graphs of the measured clamping force by the beam load
cell between the fingers (Figure 11, right) and the strain‐measuring apparatus is shown on Figure 12. Despite
the non‐linearities in the system (belt strain relaxation and relatively large friction due to the sealing O‐rings)
a basic P‐controller could provide suitable clamping force control, which plays an important role in slip‐
prevention (i.e., when the gripper detects weakening clamping force, it closes the fingers even more). It is
worth mentioning that at maximum torque one of the belts slipped on the gear, which can be prevented by
force‐control, however switching to stronger belt, or to a mechanism with only metal elements is also under
consideration.

Figure 11. Laboratory testing of the belt‐strain based gripping force feedback. Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

5

Raspberry Pi Compute Module, https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/compute‐module‐4/?variant=raspberry‐pi‐cm4001000
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Beside gripping force measurement, optical flow analysis was chosen for detecting slippage of the trachea (or
the legs), for which a Raspberry Pi Compute Module and a compatible camera was designed in the gripper,
however, none of them could be purchased yet due to stock shortage.
Beam load cell (ground truth)
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Figure 12. Clamping force measured by the load cell between the fingers (blue, ground truth) and estimated by belt strain
measurement (orange) during force‐controlled gripping. Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

Related demonstration video files:
● Strain gauge based gripping force control demonstration:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Gripping_Force_Control.mp4

2.2.3. Interface
Although the gripper has an own computing module in the implementation, naturally it must communicate
the with the RoBUTCHER cell (i.e., the Ocellus system6), handling and scheduling the entire slaughtering
process. As per agreement, the communication between different parts of the cell will be solved using
NodeRed. Since the gripper has an own computer module, a lower level NodeRed software will be running on
that, communicating with the main NodeRed program (either ESP32 or Raspberry Pi are capable of this).
We used MQTT communication protocol and set up an MQTT broker simulating the main program and
controlled the gripper with simple strings as commands (Figure 13). The gripper also sends out status‐
massages or error‐massages. Although we used MQTT protocol, the system can be easily switched to other
type of communication, since the communication channels are set up. Wireless communication is also an
option (WiFi or Bluetooth); however, we suggest using the robots dedicated connector.

6

More info: http://www.bytemotion.se/
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Figure 13. Example NodeRed program running on the gripper. Image source: Sándor Tarsoly, OBUDAUNI

2.2.4. On‐site, slaughter‐house tests
During the fifth demo‐cut in Hungary (2021‐06‐28), the second gripper prototype was used. The previous trials
showed that the UR16e test robot is not strong enough to carry out the whole evisceration/leg cutting process
(the gripper is currently 5.5 kg, which is a third of the robot’s load capacity on its own), thus the robot was
exchanged for the handheld rod at some points, however we tried to use the robot as much as possible.

Figure 14. Firm grip (shape locking) on the trachea with large amount of surrounding tissue (left), and well‐cleaned state
(right). Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

Trachea gripping was attempted with large amount of connective tissue remaining, and on a well‐cleaned
tracheas too (Figure 14). Both attempts were successful, the whole evisceration process was carried out with
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one initial grasp. It should be noted, that the second prototype (with 140 N tip clamping force) is strong enough
to be able to squeeze the tissues to reach a tight grasp, even when some connective tissue gets stuck between
the tips. The demonstration of collaborative leg‐cutting (butcher only cutting, robot gripping and stretching)
was also successful. Furthermore, the gripper was also able to grip, lift and move the remaining saddle by the
sternum (without piercing it, see Figure 15, right). It was also demonstrated to be washable by water.

Figure 15. Lifting the remaining saddle with the gripper (left), and the mark left by the gripper after releasing (right).
Image source: Kristóf Takács, OBUDAUNI.

Related demonstration video files:
● Second gripper trachea gripping with large amount of surrounding tissue:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐
2ndGripper_Trachea_Gripping_Remaining_Tissue_Hungary20210628.mp4
● Second gripper clean trachea gripping:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐2ndGripper_Trachea_Gripping_Clean_Hungary20210628.mp4
● Leg gripping and manipulation with the second gripper:
RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Leg_Gripping_Hungary20210628.mp4
● Saddle gripping and lifting with the second gripper: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐
Saddle_Gripping.mp4
● Gripper washing: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Gripper_Washing.mp4
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3. Conclusion
The first gripper prototype was designed based on the state‐of‐the‐art derived from a systematic literature
review about robotic grippers for soft tissue manipulation. The purpose of that version was to prove the
functionality of the main design principles of the gripper and the feasibility of the whole evisceration process.
Both the initial tests in Hungary and the final test at NMBU were successful, the gripper could grasp the trachea
and the legs too, and the evisceration was also successful.
Based on the experiences a second intelligent gripper prototype was designed and manufactured, which is
believed to be suitable of being the final gripper used in the RoBUTCHER project. This version was only tested
in the Hungarian slaughterhouse yet, but as soon as the COVID‐19 travel restrictions allow, it will be tested at
NMBU too. The implementation of novel safety and reliability “smart” functions is being continued, which
includes the force‐limited active grip adjustment and slip‐detection, plus the optical flow‐based slip detection
method, where the sensor setup can easily be adjusted in the future to include additional important
measurement features, such as multi‐spectral meat quality inspection.
A video demonstrating use of the grippers, as well as its construction, has been produced.
Related demonstration video files:
● Main demonstration video: RoBUTCHER‐871631_WP5_D5.7‐Demonstrator
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Appendix – Robotic gripper characteristics (v1.0 and v2.0)
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